Housing development in the city of three reconstruction evacuees that I sway or move left or

“The City of Cali (community out of town)” of local governments have been evacuated in an accident at the Fukushima Daichi TEPCO problem prefectures showed in 10 days, for the reconstruction of the city of evacuees 3 Iwaki, Koriyama, Aizu-Wakamatsu plans to build 500 public housing units. Whether living or currently living life in the refuge, I moved closer to the hometown. Inhabitants of each town Namie, Futaba, Okuma, Tomioka of town you are considering a temporary conflict have to choose where to live in the future, be forced.

Laughter sounds in studio. Women have to work in the same town, such as temporary housing Midorigaoka corner of Tomioka-machi Koriyama is torn. The atmosphere of calm even girls, who blooms to your table talk during the break time. (79) will be faced with in the near future, the hassles of life in Iwaki selection hometown and close to the continuation of life in temporary housing dear old Mr. Yokota, Shigeko open the classroom.

Likely to be reorganized into three areas difficult feedback, residence restrictions, release preparation of evacuation is large Tomioka town. However, that has changed the attitude of the country for property restitution policy, talks to the restructuring is not enough.

On the other hand to speak with “I want to live near the hometown there is a grave ancestral”, “can make friends and familiar faces in Koriyama, there is also a doctor’s favorite, is not wrong to say that second home. Doubt really” complex and I pour out the feelings such.

Life and sense of nostalgia and anxiety ... and the current. A new trouble has sprouted seven months past the one year since the earthquake. (News friend Fukushima people October 11, 2012)
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